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Abstract
Objective: To mitigate the communication barriers of profound hearing-impaired children by enabling their word articulation ability.
Method: This pre-experimental pilot study was conducted from September 2016 to March 2017 at the National Special Education Centre for Hearing Impaired Children, Islamabad, Pakistan, and comprised deaf children of both genders aged 5-8 years. A specially designed software application for lip-reading was employed to help the subjects articulate words. Each participant received 125 lip-reading sessions using the application. Evaluation was performed in five steps after every 25 individual sessions by a sign-language teacher, a speech therapist and family members of the individual concerned. SPSS 23 was used for data analysis.
Results: Of the 20 children, 10 (50%) each were boys and girls. All participants reported an increased performance in articulating words with every passing session. The median score on the performance of children increased from first assessment to the last (p<0.05).
Conclusion: The articulation of words by the profound hearing-impaired children after experimentation was usually comprehensible for an inexperienced or a lay listener.
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Introduction
A number of daily life problems are faced by profound hearing impaired individuals due to their inability to communicate. Adverse event is a common problem faced by the patients with profound hearing impairment (PHI).1 An adverse event is a mistreatment of a patient caused by misleading communication by the patient or the misunderstanding by a health practitioner. Studies have reported that 3% to 17% of the hospital cases fall in adverse events2,3 which are also visible in older patients apart from children.4,5 Furthermore, communication disability also leads to depression and chronic diseases.2,6,7

It is well known that language barriers and communication disabilities have a strong correlation with poor quality of care. The reason is mainly attributed to the inability of health practitioners to understand and express themselves in sign language (SL). Moreover, SL is not uniform because it mostly includes informal or natural signs that vary from region to region which makes it difficult to be understandable globally.8 Adverse events are considered to be preventable by exploiting modifiable patient characteristics such as if a deaf patient can articulate his sickness.2,6 Modifying a patient's characteristics can mitigate the communication barrier and subsequently prevent possible adverse events.

Lip-reading is the ability to visually perceive the speech of a speaker without using any auditory equipment.9,10 Learning from the facial expressions starts from the infancy, later on, this learning can help the development of the language. Lip-reading from a speaker's face is the traditional method of teaching spoken language to the students with listening impairment.11 It has been reported that speech awareness can be increased by watching a speaker's lips' movement.11,12 But on the other side, the dedication required from a speaker (i.e., speech therapist) makes this job cumbersome. Pronouncing the same word repeatedly will make the teaching difficult, if not impossible. Subsequently, a child loses engagement and interest in the learning process. Another factor is the financial overhead associated with the traditional lip-reading method. Commuting of a deaf person or speech therapist for lip-reading sessions require both human and financial support. Moreover, appointments of a speech therapist add-up an additional cost. Residential location of the deaf person also becomes a hurdle, as special training schools are mostly located in urban areas.

The current study was planned to mitigate the communication barriers of PHI children (PHIC) by...
enabling their word articulation ability using lip-reading through a proposed software application. The software application demonstrates specially designed interactive lip-reading electronic contents. These interactive learning contents can be used repeatedly by a child. Literature reveals that software applications have potential to increase learning outcome. However, less is known about the effectiveness of technology-oriented self-paced lip reading for language articulation by PHIC. A systematic literature review (SLR) of the domain showed that huge literature sources, such as, PubMed, ScienceDirect, IEEE, Springer and others, have very few articles related to language articulation by lip-reading through software application. This study sought to fill in the gap by implementing the interactive word articulation software application. The provided empirical results of the interactive application are deemed to be the novelty of the study.

Subjects and Methods

This pre-experimental pilot study was conducted from September 2016 to March 2017 at the National Special Education Centre for Hearing Impaired Children (NSEC-HIC), Islamabad, Pakistan, and comprised PHIC of either gender aged 5-8 years. The school comes under the federal government and imparts free education. As it is the school for hearing-impaired children, therefore all the children communicate in the school through SL. The subjects selected were PHIC having hearing loss between 100dB and 120dB. They all had single disability and had never gone through any speech therapy before the intervention which meant that they had no exposure to language learning using the lip-reading method. They were from a low socio-economic status. Informed consent before the intervention was obtained from the institutional administration on the behalf of children’s parents. The children participated both in group and individual sessions held on the proposed application.

An interactive software application was developed for articulating English words. The words selected for the intervention contained vowels at different positions, i.e., vowels at initial, middle and final positions of the words. The word set was designed by an speech therapist. The application demonstrated lips and mouth movements to show pronunciations of the words. A child could choose a word of his choice and play repeatedly its associated lip and mouth movement. This provided the student a way to go through a word again. Words were depicted as text along with their associated imagery. The colourful and animated interface of the application attracted student’s attention. Eye contact during lip-reading exercise was important for learning. A student performed lip-reading using the proposed application and articulated the learnt word. The lip-reading word set included carefully selected 75 common vocabulary words, mainly nouns and colour names. There were 15 words for each vowel. The length of the words ranged from 3 to 7 characters. These training words involved one to multiple tongue placements and lip movements. A student started from single tongue placement and lip movement and gradually progressed to multiple movements for a word pronunciation.

Before the actual intervention for articulation of words, two significant activities were performed as per speech therapist’s instruction. First, the children were given some warm-up exercises, which included blowing candles and pieces of papers, chewing bubble gums, and blowing balloons both in group and individual sessions to activate their mouth muscles and palate so that they could start working. Secondly, since the children did not have auditory memory, they were made to place their thumbs on their mentum slightly under the chin and nostril to sense the vibration of their word articulation.

Initially, group sessions were performed to make the children familiar with the laptop computer and the proposed application named Losina (Learning Application without Sign Language for Profound Hearing Impaired Children). Then individual sessions were conducted with each child (Figure-1). During the study period, each student was taught how to articulate without any hearing aids. A total of 125 sessions were conducted. The time span of each session was approximately 40 minutes where training for word articulation of one child was conducted. One session of one child took place in a day and total of six sessions were conducted for six different children in the day. In other words, four hours of a day were spent in conducting sessions in this intervention. Moreover, it was observed that PHIC were often not willing to attend sessions due to multiple reasons, such as illness, unwillingness or any unfavourable circumstances. In this way, the gap between two successive sessions for each child was 3-4 days.

Figure-1: Teacher is conducting an individual sessions with a child.
The training and testing sessions were performed separately and were administered on different days. The PHIC were assessed for word articulation starting from vowels to different words randomly in each evaluation session. Each individual was assessed in five steps after every 25 sessions (i.e., 25, 50, 75, 100, and 125) by three evaluators: sign-language teacher, parents/guardian and speech therapist. The evaluation was performed using a Likert scale ranging from 0 to 2 where 0 stood for unintelligible, 1 stood for intelligible and 2 stood for good. The assessment contained 72 questions having 144 total score. PHIC learnt through visual aid and utilised their visual memory rather than auditory memory. In order to avoid children utilise their photogenic memory (i.e., short-term memory) for assessment, the evaluation sessions were not conducted immediately after each session. The aim behind carrying out separate evaluation sessions after every 25 sessions was to assess the long-term memory of the PHIC. The sign-language teacher was present in all the initial group sessions and individual sessions for support and motivation of the children. The assessment forms were designed with the help and consensus of the sign-language teacher and the speech therapist to assess the articulation of words by a child and his/her behaviour. The assessments were conducted on designed forms. SPSS 23 was used for data analysis.

**Results**

Of the 20 subjects, 10(50%) each were boys and girls. The performance of the children increased from the first to the last session. The box plots showed that improvement was getting significant as the number of sessions increased. There was gradual increase in the median score and decrease in the sizes of box plots. The short height of the boxes at 100th and 125th sessions showed a uniform learning gain by the participants. However, the long-height box reflected that there was a difference between learning scores of the children but still the median was towards the increasing trend (Figure-2A-C).

The test to analyse significant improvement in word articulation by comparing the median score at 25th session with that of the 125th session showed a statistically significant increase in word articulation by PHIC (p<0.05). In the beginning sessions (i.e., 25, 50, 75), the children could not perform well particularly in assessment performed by their family members compared to the two other evaluators. The reason is, they were not expecting evaluation from their family members.
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or they were shy and/or not cooperating in the evaluation. However, with every passing session, the result showed a steady increase in word articulation. The end results after 125 sessions showed twice the performance metric compared to its value after the initial 25 sessions, reflecting a tremendous gain in ability to articulate words (Figure-2D).

Discussion

A prompting effect was observed in the articulation ability of the participants. Even though the experimental period was short (i.e., six months), positive changes in speaking words were recorded for all participants. The articulation of words by a participant after experimentation was easier for an inexperienced or a common listener to understand, which shows the significance of the proposed software application.

An unexpected benefit of the present work is reported by the teachers about the improved change in the behaviour of the participants after the intervention. An increased confidence level in several participants was also observed, which provides evidence that the proposed application conveyed the target goal to its users. Moreover, participants showed increased attention towards lessons being taught. On inquiring, the participants with increased confidence were willing to take part in the experiment again. On several occasions, these participants spoke a word immediately after seeing the lip-reading demonstration for already experimented objects. But when a new object was shown, they first tried to grasp the lip and mouth movements for the shown object. This showed that participants had well understood the process of learning and speaking using lip-reading through the application. Similarly, several participants spoke words loudly to show their confidence.

Results show that the problem of reworking with a student was solved by the usage of the proposed application. Traditionally, after several sessions conducted on a day, the students need to redo previous exercises because of the lack of practice work and any learning activity at home. With the use of proposed application, students can learn on their own pace even at their home. The improvement in natural voice quality, fluency and clear audibility of the tested words within the short time span and with no formal intervention, can therefore be attributed to a contribution of the proposed software application used in this study.

The evaluation made by the speech therapist, teacher and family reported that the intervention had made the participants able to recognise the lip-reading method for language learning. This ability has shown a positive effect on the participants in terms of their confidence and cooperation. Moreover, knowing about lip-reading will provide a continuous learning opportunity to the participants in future. During our study, limited numbers of words were experimented with, but the participants having ability to recognise lip-reading can learn different new words from different sources. It is apparent from the results that the increase in the number of training sessions using the application improved language learning. During final conversation with the teacher of the deaf students, she had shown positive attitude towards using the proposed application for improving language learning skills.

One of the limitations of the present work is that no formal assessments for new unseen words were experimented with. However, very few tests were executed with few participants without formally recording the outcomes. Moreover, nasality was not a parameter of a consideration in the present work. Although, the study involved PHIC not directly associated with a hospital setting, the problem raised by the present study can be supported by the reported results.

Conclusion

The use of the software application for enabling word articulating ability of deaf children was found to be effective. The proposed application initiated and improved word articulation ability of the subjects. Moreover, a positive effect in the children behaviour, such as increased confidence and cooperation, was observed.
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